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Hares are Spotted Dick and Bendover (nearly mended). 
 
We had a good day and a bad day yesterday. Saracens won the rugby (that’s good), Liverpool 
beat Tottenham (that’s bad). I suppose you can’t have it all good. 
 
Now, we have a challenge for the hash. Sort of knew that we had a double location (run place, 
pub place after, didn’t recon on the website). Its too much for my small brain, especially when the 
sat nav doesn’t want to take the post code. Later found out the post code should’ve been BH23 
2RR (not BH22!!!). You just can’t get the mismanagement you deserve.  
 
Net result is I get to the car park late. Big car, small places, waste more time trying to park so 
bug out and park up the road. 
 
Apparently TP had a birthday cake, he looked just as he normally does when I saw him, how do 
you tell if he had a cake or not. 
 
Everyone is running, with some new faces present. Either that, or I’m still suffering from the beer 
yesterday. 
 
We run east into the woods straight to a hill. Leave it to the younglings to do the donkey work is 
my plan, but we fail badly, still wander the wrong way, so we have to short cut. 
Legs are not operating at full strength yet, so do we run, or do we talk to the ladies. Talk to the 
ladies every time. Might get some gossip. Pole dancer doing well, but doesn’t want to run or 
dance??? 
 
Avoid the eight legged walking wounded of Chas and Grocer on the narrow trails. 
 
The next hour I can only paraphrase as :- run up hill, run down hill, run up hill, get called back to 
a regroup, have photo session, run down hill, run up hill, fish hook, regroup, more photos. 
Must’ve done this repeatedly 3 or four times. I’m not saying the views weren’t nice, or the bribery 
with sweets wasn’t unwanted but!! I’ve lost the thread of this point, need more wine. 
Tree climbing for another photo shoot, followed by a rope swing contest by Punchy girl. 
Past the ancient shooting range, and then more up hill. 
 
A bit of hashing here, tracking dust through the trees, only to get called back to a lake. Looking 
across the water we see K9 playing. Bianca starts teasing him so it goes down hill from there. 
Banger gets wet, Wurzle gets wet, a herd of younglings get wet and Lemon Tart gets soaked! 
Another regroup and Wurzle is called upon to help a small fry who apparently has a poorly ankle. 
This gives him a chance to short cut back. 
 
We, Anel, Bianca, Banger and the newbies take the long way back to the start. 
Long time out, and the need to move to pub for a drink we decide to call it quits. Too much 
alcohol yesterday and I’m flagging so I’m off. 
 
So, a Spotted Dick work out, up hills, down hills, regroups, fishhooks, sweets, shooting ranges, 
splashing competitions, tree climbing and a piggy backing Wurzle.  
 
So what did you think? 

 
On-on 


